S’unir c’est s’accepter

Ce matin, ça parle fort chez nos amies à plumes :
Marinette veut changer de couleur...
Il n’en faut pas plus pour aﬀoler la basse-cour.
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Birds of all Feathers
Parade together !

This morning, when comes the time to call the roll, we are far
from imagining the mess that Marinette, the black hen, will cause.

— All organized by color! Yell the three roosters, Firmin, Marcel and
Mabrouk.
— Wait, what if we changed method? interrupts Noémie.

— Let's line up and count ourselves out loud. 1... 2... 3... 4... You
don't need to get tired counting, and with this method our color
doesn’t matter!
No one is missing! concludes Noémie after the last hen has been
counted. We are all here!

The roosters have to admit that Noémie's idea is useful! Well,
almost...
— Strange, says Mabrouk, the red rooster, I feel like there are
more red hens than usual.

All agitated, Nadine, the black hen, approaches Noémie.
— It's weird, we're supposed to be all here but since yesterday,
we have been looking for Marinette.

— Are you sure? asks Noémie, worried.
— Impossible! says Firmin, the black rooster, we just counted!
— It doesn't make sense... Could someone have taken her place?
suggests Mabrouk.
— Strange. Or worse... suspicious! says Marcel, the white rooster.

— MARINETTE? MARINETTE!!!
— Have you seen Marinette?
Worry spreads like wildchicken: Marinette, the black hen, has
indeed disappeared.

Suddenly, clucks attract their attention.
— Do you know this joke? What's the irony for a red hen? asks a red
hen. To rust like a weathercock on top of a bell tower!
The hens choke with laughter.

— Hey, girls... don't you recognize that voice? asks Noémie.
Nadine understands quickly and rushes with her girlfriends
towards the red hen.

Feathers are flying everywhere! Everyone is stunned...
— MARINETTE!

Torn between surprise and anger, the hens react:
— How dare you do that?!
— Shame on you!
Marinette, laid bare, collapses in tears.

— Well yeah, I really want to live in the plumage of a red hen!
That's my business!
— But where do we stop? Firmin cockerels, furious. A black hen is
still a black hen! A white one, a white one! A red one, a red one!

— ENOUGH! says Noémie, let her breathe!
She picks up a red feather and puts it on her head.
— A feather can be enough for you, can't it? she says softly.
Marinette looks at herself in the reflection of her tears.
She is moved.

— Well, to be honest, sighs Mabrouk, I find it touching that
Marinette wants to be a red hen!
— Holy cockerel, are you losing your mind? responds Firmin,
shocked by his fellow rooster.

Noémie’s suggestion has a magical effect on the other chickens.
How classy!
So chic!

— As for me, being a little bit black sounds pretty good! says a red
hen.
— And I will be a little white, why not! says a black hen.
The hens get carried away trying out new hairstyles, exchanging
feathers.

Seeing all this feathery fuss of hens suddenly trying to stand out
gives Noémie a great idea:
— What if we organized a big parade? A carnival!
— What is that now? says Firmin, his feathers all ruffled.

— A contest of the best parade and the prettiest costumes! What do
you think? insists Noémie.
— Um... Sounds like a mess to me! answers Marcel.
— Interesting! says Mabrouk.
The roosters consult each other...

— Alright, says Firmin, we agree, but we'll be the jury!
The announcement is made. The hens are bursting with
excitement.
Noémie proposes three groups. Each group will be led by a hen
of a different color.

Noémie is chosen for group 1, Marinette for group 2.
— And, for group 3, does a red hen want to do it?

Gertrude barely has time to raise her hand when Mabrouk, the
red rooster, steps forward.
— I'll do it!

What a surprise!
— But... have you lost your mind? says Firmin.
— This carnival inspires me, answers Mabrouk, confident.
The hens are stunned. Gertrude pulls herself together and steps
forward:
— Since that's the way it is, I will join the jury. I'm red, so it will
be fairer.

Noémie and her team set to work without delay.

The task is heavy: creation, supplies, costume making,
choreography.
Everything has to be thought out carefully.

With the red rooster, it is less about having fun and the message
is clear:
— For this parade, I want organization, determination and
rhythm!
Elegant and simple costumes, worthy of a first-class henhouse!

— But we can have a tiny bit of fantasy, can't we? asks a worried
hen.
— Let's leave the fantasy to our competitors! snickers rooster
Mabrouk.

With Marinette, spirits are high and ideas are flowing. But, our
black hen, delighted to be at the head of her own float, is not
interested in fantasy either.
— Let's keep it simple, she says.

— Black hens, you will disguise yourselves as red hens, red hens
as white ones and whites hens as black ones.
A silence settles in the group.
— Oh nooo, we can do better, can't we?
Marinette, a little upset, allows them to have up to three colored
feathers on their head.

— Oh no, it's no fun!
— We have to be more original, more creative!
— We'll never win!
— It is a carnival, after all!
The conversation becomes heated.

Marinette is humiliated. She is overwhelmed with emotions and
breaks into tears:
— You are always against me! You don't let me do anything! I
hate you ALL!
— Well, too bad, we'll do it without you! shout the hens,
watching her walk away.

D-Day has arrived.
Gertrude, Firmin and Marcel put the finishing touches to the
preparations so nothing is forgotten.

They draw straws to decide who starts.
— But where is Marinette? asks Marcel.
— She doesn't want to participate anymore, says Nadine. I'm
taking over.
So the order will be: Noémie, Mabrouk then Nadine.

The carnival is launched.
Noémie and her CRÈTES SUZETTE
make a beautiful entrance.

It’s a festival of white, brown and black feathers,
and a meticulous choreography.
— Very beautiful, very creative! exclaimed Gertrude and Marcel.
— Aren't they exaggerating a little bit? asks Firmin.

The COCKLE BRIGADE is next, proudly led by Mabrouk. A parade
in quick time and at the drum's pace.

Firmin and Marcel stand up in admiration.
— What perfection!
— What greatness!

Then comes Nadine's team:
THE CRAZY CHICK-HENS. A vibrant and colorful parade...
Impossible for everyone to hide their emotion!

Firmin has a dry throat:
— If my father saw this... oh boy!
— If my mother saw this, ouch! says Marcel. They went a bit too
far but what a show!

The long-awaited moment has finally arrived. The roosters stand up
to announce the result:
— And the winner of the contest is...
But the hens don’t listen anymore...
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